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Q&A: Jos Stam, Autodesk Principal Research Scientist
The First Fruit from Autodesk's Acquisition of Maya
By Matt Armstrong / May 30, 2007

Ask animators and VFX artists what was the most challenging part of their work and the answer is invariably: cloth and liquid, and don’t even try to create
hair that looks and reacts properly. And then there is the painstaking task of getting the various animated objects and characters to interact properly. But
the introduction of Maya Nucleus unified simulation framework takes the first step in easing many of these challenges – and possibly opening the door for a
new modeling techniques down the road – by taking a new approach with the animation solver.
Developed by Autodesk's Academy Awardwinning Principal Research Scientist Jos Stam, Maya Nucleus was included in the release of Maya 8.5 last
January with the first module nCloth, that allows any mesh object to be converted into a cloth that can be adjusted by a variety of parameters (wind,
density, gravity, etc) and that interact properly with other objects. While the various parameters can be adjusted to achieve the correct look, movement and
feel, the object can still be texturemapped and keyframed for further tweaking of the animation.

When did you start researching new ways to approach cloth simulation?
JOS STAM: I’m part of the research group. We are not really tied to any products so we have the freedom to explore different things.
I started working on Cloth about six years ago. I wrote a little prototype – a very simple piece of cloth that you could move around. The nice thing about it
was it was very fast and stable compared to what was out there [on the market]. So it was just a little toy that I wrote. At the time people said it was nice
but there were no plans to actually turn it into a product. Then about four years ago there was a push since there were some problems with the solver that
was in Maya at the time. Since we’d bought the source code from another company it was hard to change it. So they asked me to spend some more time
doing the cloth. It took three years to turn that prototype into a product.
Theoretically, what was different about the way you approached cloth simulation and the ways it was approached in other software packages?
There are actually many aspects. If you look at the solvers before, they would model cloth as a set of springs. The problem is springs work well for things
that stretch and that are bouncy, but they don’t work well for cloth since it doesn’t stretch all that much. The idea I had was to go the other way and instead
of starting with springs you start with hard rods. So you go from something that is very stiff to less stiff. The problem with springs is that if you make them
very stiff you have to lower the time stamp and you get a lot of other problems that make it very slow.
The other aspect is selfcollision in the collisions. Most techniques sort of allow the penetration of the cloth into the character and then push it out. In our
approach we looked in space/time. So for example the problem with depth technique where you pushout things is that if an object moves really fast it is
actually an invalid state at the end of the step. So what we did was look in space/time and find the point in the collision and try and resolve it that way. So
it’s more robust in that sense.
So once you’ve set up your parameters correctly you don’t have to do any keyframing.
Yes. You can have two pieces of cloth hit each other and there will be a response from one piece of cloth to the other and vice versa.
What about the water simulation? Is that coming soon?
Hopefully. I already have a prototype that still needs to be improved. It depends on how important it is to be in Maya since you would also want to extend it
for rigid bodies as well, for solids, perhaps for hair. So I am working on all of these, whether it goes into Maya is not up to me.
It’s the same framework used in nCloth. The solver doesn’t care whether it is hair, cloth or liquids; it’s just a system of particles with links between them.
So it’s just how you link them up. Of course there are other parameters that will be different, like bending doesn’t make sense for liquids. So there will need
to be different layers that we build on top of the solver.
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The other interesting thing is that the solver is not part of Maya really. It’s a library that could be used by other products.
And once a mesh is converted into a cloth there are parameters including density, buoyancy, wind, gravity, etc?
Yes and you can actually texturemap them so you can change the values perparticle. So you can have it be less stiff in certain parts. Those parameters
are obviously different when you are doing hair, liquids or cloth. You can also keyframe the values over time. So, for example, you can vary the stretch
over time.
Besides cloth, hair and liquids, do you see other applications that this solver can be used for?
Another thing we think of using this as a modeling tool, so you could have the simulation run and you could change the shapes over time. What is nice is
that the collisions are resolved. So for example if you are modeling a phone you can just take the receiver and place it down [in the holder] and it will rest
naturally. The thing is it has to be really fast so we are trying to make the solver faster for more complex shapes.
Explain the advantage of modeling a character within the Nucleus framework rather than the traditional way.
Let’s say you have a character, you are guaranteed that the hands will not go through the character itself. You can change the shape using the physics so
you are closer to real world modeling.
So basically having a rigid body that you can then fracture, turn it into jello or clay for example. With nCloth you just have a surface so the interior is empty
so that’s another thing we are looking at. We don’t have the modeling tools right now in Maya to create a solid. We have all the tools to create a mesh, but
the tools to make a solid are not there yet. You can use it for skin. Already we have a notion of a constraint, so you can you can constrain the cloth to a
mesh, so it finds the closes point and tries to keep it there. It is a spring constraint so if you were to push on it, it would propagate to its neighbors as well.
We haven’t really played around with that but it’s doable right now.
[With a character] I think you would create the skeleton in rigid geometry and then create the muscles and skin on top of that. I’ve seen people doing that
already with Syflex. We are hoping that this will allow people to do some really groundbreaking work.
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